
Geography 
Our big question in geography this half term is ‘How sustainable are our food habits?’. We 
will look at where the food we eat has come from, both locally and around the world. We 

will focus on an important part of local farming, The Rhubarb Triangle. Next, we will 
compare our climate and growing environment to a region in France and see how different 
crops and livestock are kept there. Finally, we will look into air-miles and suggest ways 

that we could make our eating habits more environmentally friendly. 

Literacy 
We will be using the text Flood to 
write diaries as a character and 

write a short narrative. 
Then we will use The Gardener to 
write a letter using the different   
features you would find such as  
address and formal language. 
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Maths 
Our first focus is on adding,       

subtracting and finding change with 
money. Then we will be telling the 

time on clocks and recognising time 
facts. Next we will explore angles 
and lines found in shapes. Finally 

we will read a variety of tables and 
charts. 

Science 
Our science topic this half term is 
‘Animals including humans’ with a  
focus on skeleton and muscles. We 
start by looking at nutrition that     
animals and humans need, followed 
by recognising bone groups and how 
they work alongside muscles to move. 

DT 
We will be using a computer aided    

designer to create a gift box. We will 
look at nets of different cube and cuboid 

shapes before using an app on the   
tablets to design a box that could fit a 
small gift inside of it, before joining  

together. 

PE 
Friday—Athletics 
 
Please remember to wear the correct 
PE kit: white t-shirt, black shorts, 
leggings or joggy-bottoms, a   
Greenmount hoody. 

Books we will look at 
 
Flood by Alvaro F Villa 
The Gardner by Sarah Stewart 
Mr Penguin and The Catastrophic Cruise by Alex 
T Smith 
The Great Food Bank Heist by Onjali Q Rauf 
Billy and The Minpins by Roald Dahl 
A New Home For A Pirate 

Reminders 
Please remind children to bring their bookbags everyday. 
Last day of term Friday 19th July 


